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This book is dedicated to the forward-thinking leaders who 
contributed their time, intellect, and wisdom to the Exploring 

Forward-Thinking Workplaces conversation. Thank you for being 
part of this journey. 
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Introduction 
What does is take to get an employee's full attention and best 

performance? 


What started out as an experiment has now evolved into a 

growing and ongoing conversation with over 75 business and 

thought leaders. 


In these conversations, I begin each interview with the same six 

opening questions - 


1. How can we create workplaces where every voice matters, 

everyone thrives and finds meaning, and change and 

innovation happen naturally? 


2. What does it take to get an employee’s full attention and 

best performance? 


3. What do people really lack and long for at work? 


4. What is the most important question leaders should ask 

employees? 


5. What is the most important question employees should ask 

leaders? 
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6. What is the most important question we should ask 

ourselves? 


This book is an abridged collection of the most intriguing 

insights that were curated from each leader's response to 

question #2: 


What does it take to get an employee's full attention and 

best performance? 


This question deals directly with one of the top priorities for 

today’s bottom-line focused executives, and you’ll find that the 

responses are practical and actionable. 


For further reading, links are provided to each leader's complete 

interview. 


However, please note that interviews published in my book The 

Future of the Workplace are available only in the book because 

of my agreement with the publisher. 


I hope you enjoy reading this book and find it valuable. 


Please feel free to email me at bill@billfox.co or by phone below 

if you’d like to discuss further.


To your great work life & success,


Bill Fox, Co-founder
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Connect with Me: 

LinkedIn: billfoxstrategy


Twitter: billfoxstrategy


Email: bill@billfox.co


Phone: +1 650-563-5805
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Learn What People Care About 
Alan Seale in How to More Effectively & Authentically Respond 

Find out what they care about and then make sure they're doing 

something within the company that they care about. There needs 

to be a connection between the individual’s life purpose—I call it 

soul mission—and the soul mission or purpose of the business 

or organization.


Trust People and Show That 
Trust Every Day 

Alan Zucker in Why We Need to Empower and Trust People to Do the Right Thing 

Trust. To get someone’s best performance, we need to trust 

them. And, show that trust every day. Trusting managers 

recognize that people come to work with the best intention. 

Nobody comes to work wanting to screw up. Mistakes happen. 

We have all made bad decisions. We expected events to go one 

way, and they went the other, or we didn’t have all the 

information to make the right decision. As a manager, creating an 

environment where it’s safe to make mistakes (as long as we 

learn from them) is important. If we create an environment where 
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there’s no fear, people will give you their best performance. As a 

manager, it’s important to create real and trusting relationships 

with your people. Really get to know your people. What is their 

spouse’s name? Do they have dogs or cats? What do they like to 

do on the weekends?


There’s Not a Personal Life and 
a Work Life, There’s Life 

Andrew Bennett in The Surprising Secret of Magic in Business 

I think about work in a way that it’s not a separate world, it’s all 

life. There’s not a personal life and a work life, there’s life. We’re 

whole people but too many organizations treat people like 

they’re resources. The latest one I cringe every time I hear it is 

human assets or talent management. All these ways we are 

objectifying people as cogs in a wheel to be moved around and 

disposed of. It’s caring about people. Finding out what they care 

about and what are their hopes and dreams? What do they want 

for their family? What are they afraid of?
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Getting the Right Fit for People 
Andy Yen in Space to Speak Honestly Gives Us Power 

You need to have an efficient workforce to be competitive. For 

getting the best performance and full attention, it’s getting the 

right fit for people. There’s always a job description, but it’s very 

rare when someone is 100% perfect fit down to last detail. 

Everybody has their individual quirks, habits, strengths, and 

weaknesses. It’s important to tailor people’s duties to leverage 

their strengths and weaknesses. This requires management to 

be more flexible and tentative at the beginning. When you get 

people into a role where they fit, then you see that the results 

become dramatically better.


It’s Got to Be Something More 
Than Just Dollars & Cents 

August Turak in Take Action & Make the Hero’s Journey Yourself 

You have to articulate a vision and create a story. My book, 

Business Secrets of the Trappist Monks, is all about the Hero’s 

Journey, mythology, movies, and storytelling. Everyone loves 

stories. We all want to live a story or an adventure. You have to 
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be able to tell the story. Even when you go to a venture capitalist 

for money, they say you’ve got to do is articulate the story. What 

are you going to be doing differently? What is exciting about 

what you plan to do? It’s got to be something more than just 

dollars and cents.


Get People Involved in Co-
Creating Their Futures 

Aviv Shahar in How to Elevate Yourself, Your Conversations & Your Future 

My experience with this very important question is that nothing 

energizes and liberates people more than the opportunity to 

shape and create their own future. That’s why this is the central 

element of my work. Nothing energizes and liberates people 

more than the opportunity to shape and create their own future. I 

believe that what leaders and companies must do is get people 

involved in co-creating and shaping their futures. By that I mean 

the future of the organization, the future of the business, the 

future of the department, and the future of the function. By doing 

so, they will gain their full attention, best performance, and 

greatest contribution.
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I believe it so strongly that I have created a whole thriving 

practice around that belief and core tenet. In my work with senior 

teams in Fortune 100 companies, we find that to create and 

unleash an organizational movement, you must bring people into 

that kind of conversation. That’s how I will offer to think about 

the conundrum of creating and facilitating fuller engagement and 

unleashing the fullest creativity of your people.


You Have to Demonstrate That 
There’s a Different Way to Do 

Things 
Bob Gower in How to Give People Voice the Natural Way 

Hope. Let me explain my response. I’ve done a lot of work in the 

technology sector, and now I work in heavy industry. What I have 

seen is that there are many bad teams and bad environments 

out there. Organizations are mostly made up of pretty good 

people, but I believe they’re responding to an awful lot of forces. 

Many people rise in management simply through inertia. They 

start off out of college in a cubicle then graduate to the corner 

office slowly over time. They tend to manage in the way they 

were managed from habits that were built up inside these 
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organizations. That’s not necessarily a bad thing. I’ve also seen 

some great teams inside these organizations. But I see a lot of 

really bad teams. I see a lot of people who are just putting in 

their time waiting for the day to be over and then waiting for the 

pension to kick in.


Getting Immersed in a Problem 
to Solve 

Bob Schatz in Exploring Forward-Thinking Workplaces with Bob Schatz 

Getting people immersed in a problem to solve is also important. 

This is especially true for people who do knowledge work. Give 

people the tools to do their work and basically get out of their 

way. If you're a manager or a leader, you can't be on top of these 

people. They need autonomy to be able to do their work.
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You Can Really Only Control 
Yourself 

David Marquet in Give People More Control 

I would ask the question a little bit differently. I would say under 

what conditions do employees give their full attention and best 

performance. Because the question is from a mindset that I’m 

manipulating my employees. I’m getting them to give me my 

best attention and performance, as opposed to you know what, I 

really can’t control that. I can really only control myself, but if I 

set the environment right I can move in the direction of getting 

their full attention and best performance.


Treat People With Respect & 
Truly Listen 

David Shedd in How Do We Get Less Command & Control Leadership? 

To get an employee’s full attention, we need to treat him or her 

with respect and truly listen to them. This is what makes all the 

difference and gets their full attention and full engagement. It’s 

also important to give people compliments when they deserve 
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them and to thank them for the work that they do. And we need 

to give our people the time to do their jobs well.


Remove the Barriers So People 
Can Express Their Full Self 

Dennis Wittrock in Creating a Work Environment I’d Actually Like to Work In 

I think human beings just want to express their full self in work 

and so it’s not so much a question of how can we make them do 

that, but how can we help to remove the barriers of them doing 

so out of their own accord. I think a big part of it is that you have 

to have the opportunity to work self-directed and within a larger 

context that aligns your personal purpose with an overarching 

purpose you consciously sign up for.
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Become Aware of the 
Performance Limiting 

Characteristics of Least-Action 
Pathways 

Dianne Collins in How to Be a Powerful Agent in the World to Create the Forward Thinking 
Workplace 

Let’s talk about for a moment what can limit us in the day-to-day 

culture of work environments. It is what I call “Least-action 

Pathways.” Because of the automatic habits engendered by a 

formula-driven, mechanical, Industrial Age way of thinking – 

thought can tend to become a Least-action Pathway.


A Least-action Pathway is the route the thought takes simply 

because it’s been that route before. It’s the most mechanical, 

automatic way or action—the least conscious way of thinking 

about something. We have cultural Least-action Pathways, 

family Least-action Pathways – just about in any area of life. For 

example the Least-action Pathway in our current news reporting 

is to tell us what went wrong, is wrong, or will go wrong (smile). 

That’s the automaticity of current news media. The importance of 

noticing Least-action Pathways is so we can move beyond them, 

so they don’t have to limit us. Please don’t give them any 
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meaning – good or bad. They’re simply automatic habits. We 

don’t even know how they got here – and truly, the “why” and 

“how” of them is irrelevant.


Lead People to States of Mind 
That Are More Productive, 

Attentive & Present 
Dicken Bettinger in The Most Important But Least Recognized Variable in Business 

There are two main approaches. One is you try to get their 

attention externally, which is a constant effort where the 

responsibility for getting someone’s attention is on the leader. 

The other approach, which is the one I obviously subscribe to, is 

that the leader helps the person gain an understanding that 

leads them naturally to states of mind that are more productive, 

more attentive, and more present-centered. That work is 

extremely rewarding because when people begin to take 

responsibility for their state of mind, it’s very different than if 

people try to create that from the outside. It is much, much more 

effective to help people access their capacity for being fully 

present and engaged.
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High Levels of Productivity 
Occur When Workers Can 
Develop Their Strengths 
Eva Maria Schielein in Letting People Do What They Really Want to Do 

If we apply Positive Psychology, which is the science of 

happiness, to the field of business, then there are many proofs 

that a very high level of productivity is reached when workers 

can develop their strengths.
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Everyone’s Looking to the Top 
for What to Do and How to Act, 
So if They’re Not Doing It, Why 

Would They? 
Felicia Spahr in What do I need to embody? 

I think one of the biggest reasons why it isn’t necessarily 

something that’s always talked about or focused on is because a 

lot of people say I don’t have time. I don’t have time to do that. I 

have this project, I have this meeting, and it’s sad because those 

things are the short term focus where all the trouble and all the 

problems that come up could easily have been solved with a 

little bit of extra time in the beginning. That’s a principle that I 

feel isn’t necessarily always embodied, so people don’t do it. 

Everyone’s looking to the top for what to do and how to act, so if 

they’re not doing it, why would they?
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Accountability Is an Outcome 
That Comes From People Being 

Authentically Involved 
Gwen Kinsey in How Do We Create that Environment that Uses Natural System Wisdom? 

Sweat equity is the term I like to use. Sweat equity means you 

feel connected to something. Your heart is in it. You feel a 

passion about it. You sense the connection between what it is 

that you’re doing and why that matters to you as well as why 

that matters to the community. As a result, when that connection 

is alive you are accountable because what matters to you is on 

the line. That’s the outcome.


Our Awareness Gets Hijacked 
Helena Lass in Who Is Leading Our Lives? 

If you don’t know what awareness truly is and how to use it, then 

your awareness remains on monkey mind regime. You become 

aware of things but in a random way. Most people have monkey 

mind because there is no education about how to discover 
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where your awareness currently is and how to keep it there 

where you need it—and for as long as you need it to be there.


Attention Follows When People 
Feel Trusted & Not Judged 

Howard Behar in The Person Who Sweeps the Floor Pushes the Broom 

Employees want to hear you because they know you want to 

hear them. It’s the same thing that happens in a family. What 

allows your kids to give you their attention? It’s when they feel 

trusted and not judged. When that happens, they open up to 

communication that gets closed down when they’re not. When 

you’re constantly after them, when you’re always setting rules 

and regulations then what happens? They close down.


We Sometimes Lack Showing 
We’re Imperfect 

Hrund Gunnsteinsdottir in Shifting the Center of Gravity 
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One of the barriers we sometimes have in the workplace is 

basically the lack of people showing that they're imperfect. Let's 

say I'm a leader in the workplace, and I want people to excel in 

an area. If I have the self-confidence to show that I make 

mistakes, and I sometimes say silly things, and I don’t know 

everything, then people are more likely to do that too and they 

relax.


Create Space That Enhances 
Performance 

Irene Ricotta in Be Open & Curious to the True Voice of People 

Acting with complete integrity as leaders allows employees to do 

the same, and this creates the space to enhance the level of 

performance.


Encourage & Motivate Them to 
Want to Do It 

Jeff Dalton in Making Every Voice Matter 
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This is a complicated question, with many inputs and qualifiers. 

I've struggled with this idea my whole career. But if I’m proud of 

anything in my career, it’s that I’ve done a decent job bringing 

great performance out of people. I think the way to do that is to 

encourage and motivate them to want to do it and to be excited 

about what they're doing.


There Are No Silver Bullets 
Ubiquitously Across All Humans 

Jim Finkelstein in The Workplace of the Future Has to Honor Mass Customization 

You can't find those silver bullets to say that ubiquitously across 

all humans that this is what it requires. There are two things that I 

find to probably be the most relevant to really get into the minds 

of the people.
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The First Root Is Purpose 
Jim Haudan in Why Are So Many Unwilling to Say What They Think, Feel & Act On? 

I don't want to jump to what I've written in my book, but in the 

book, The Art of Engagement, there are four roots of 

engagement. I think it’s a powerful metaphor regarding how to 

get people's best performance. The number one point is a 

purpose. You have to engage with somebody in an organization 

on why we are doing it and what we do. The first root of 

engagement is that we all want to be part of something bigger 

than ourselves. The goal is not to find yourself; it's to lose 

yourself in a cause you believe in or a problem that's defied a 

solution or joining an organization that you believe is on a path to 

finding a better way. I think the most important point is to be part 

of something bigger than yourself.


Eliminate the “Us and Them” 
Mindset 

John Bell in Voices Will Matter, People Will Thrive, & Innovation Will Become Ingrained in the 
Culture If… 

When I was a CEO, we had a very lucrative bonus plan in place. 

But because the company was unionized, half of the employees 
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were excluded and that created a “them and us” wedge. The 

union didn’t like “variable” compensation because they want to 

know exactly what they’re getting. There can’t be any variables, 

it’s a fixed deal. So when it was time to renegotiate the contract, 

I had to find a way to include a bonus plan. Once we had the 

regular wage rates and benefits settled, we simply added the 

bonus element. And the results were phenomenal! The following 

year, everyone got a bonus because the company was profitable 

and growing. I’d walk into the plant and employees would walk 

up to me and say, “John, we’ve got a lot of inventory in the 

warehouses, are things slowing down?” They were worried 

because bonuses were based on sales and profits. Because it 

was the same for every employee, you didn’t have to go through 

every employee’s performance to pay them a bonus.


Recognize Peoples' Dilemmas 
& Show That You Are 

Concerned & Taking Action 
John Ryskowski in How to Get Beyond the Way Most of Us Are Working Today 

To get people’s full attention and best performance, you have to 

recognize their dilemmas and somehow be able to show that 
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you are concerned and taking action. You can invest literally 90 

seconds in a meeting, and you can shift the perspective and kind 

of light up or ignite people.


But just remember: After that, they’ll be watching, so the follow-

up needs to happen, and it needs to be righteous and it needs to 

be heartfelt. If you don’t follow up, you’re just “full of it.” You 

don’t get many tries, right? So you’ve got to take advantage of 

each one. Even if it doesn’t work, people will forgive you for that, 

but you’ve got to at least give it a shot.


Focus on What You’re Good at & 
Get Better at It 

John Toussaint in Insights from Leading a Lean Healthcare Revolution 

From the standpoint of understanding the human dynamics of 

why and how people work, focusing on your strengths is one 

way to try to help figure out how you as an employee can best 

help your organization. We’ve found that to be very helpful 

because first of all, everybody has different strengths. From a 

team perspective, you can leverage each team member’s 

strength if you understand what it is. Then when we put each 

team member’s strengths together, we can really do some pretty 
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amazing things that we wouldn’t be able to do if it was just one 

person at a time who has a certain role.


How Are We Encouraging 
People to Think Differently? 

Jon Mertz in Lead More Holistically by Learning the Secrets of the Aspen's 

I think the way you do that is by how do you encourage strategic 

thinking within your organization? There’s an interesting book 

that came out a couple years ago called WorldMaking: The Art 

and Science of American Diplomacy. It was a fascinating read 

because it showed how different generations worked between 

each other and how they offered ideas to build a better world 

together. We need to be centered a little more on the process of 

how people think. If we want to get the best out of our teams in 

our organization, it goes to how are we really encouraging 

people to think differently. Or how to think about how they are 

approaching certain challenges and solutions. Questioning some 

of that thinking because out of that we’ll get better thoughts, 

plans, and results
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Give People the Full Breadth of 
Understanding of the Culture 

Judith Glaser in How Do We Tap into the Best Conversations that People Can Have? 

When people join an organization, they do so because they think 

that the organization is going to help them find a new role or new 

identity in the world. They move into a company and either they 

become like that company or they become a better contributor. 

But I think sometimes leaders don’t think about it that way. They 

don’t go the full run of what their employees want. They want to 

bring in new employees to help with certain things, certain 

projects and so forth. Every time a new employee joins a 

company, there’s a huge shift in what their identity is going to be. 

They will either come out of this company feeling validated and 

honored for what they can bring or they’re going to come out 

feeling, “Ok, we were just another person that was put into this 

particular job because there was a key need there”, but a lot of 

time companies don’t give them the full breadth of 

understanding of the culture and being part of it.
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Everyone Wants to Be Heard 
Karen Mack in Culture Makes the Difference 

Everyone wants to be heard. People respond when they feel 

heard, respected, and part of the process. Once this happens, 

you are more inclined to get employees’ full attention and best 

performance. People should be asked: “What do you think or 

how do you think (xyz) will work best? Are we following the best 

process? Are you able to complete this work in a certain amount 

of time? What needs to change and how would you change it?” 

If employees are included and involved, they’re more likely to be 

engaged.


Supported to Be at Their Best in 
Whatever That Means for Each 

Person 
Ken Manning in What Does the Wisdom in Me Move Me to Do Right Now? 

What would get someone’s best performance? It would have to 

be an environment in which they feel supported—to be at their 
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best whatever that means for them, which would be different 

from person to person.


Encourage People to Be 
Themselves 

Kent Johnson in How to Help Employees Engage with Passion 

Help people understand what’s motivating them. Many people 

simply don’t think about what it is that really energizes them. 

They simply react to their feelings. Why not ask, “What is it that 

really makes you feel like you’re doing something significant 

here; something that’s positive?” “What is it about work that 

makes you feel disengaged?” In short, leaders should free up the 

dialogue about deeply held principles and beliefs – about religion 

– in order to help employees connect their core identity with their 

work.


What We Really Need to Do Is 
Get Leaders’ Full Attention 
Lance Secretan in Inspiring Belief Changing Wisdom that Will Change the World 
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That’s funny you ask that question. I’m not sure we need to do 

that. I think we need to get leaders’ full attention. If we’ve got 

leaders full attention, then I think the employees would be fully 

engaged and there wouldn’t be an issue. I think if a leader can’t 

get the attention of the employees, that’s a leadership problem 

— not an employee problem. The leader needs to really 

understand how to inspire and serve people.


Give Employees a Purpose as a 
Company They Can Galvanize 

Around 
Lindsay Pedersen in What Is the Most Powerful Tool You Have as a Leader? 

Assuming that they have psychological safety, I think that’s the 

underlying condition. Once that’s true, how do you get the most 

out of this employee?


To me, it’s an overlap between what the employee cares about 

and what a company’s purpose is. When there is something the 

company stands for that human being who is an employee cares 

about, then they are going to devote more of their cognitive 

resources.
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So number one make employees feel psychologically safe. And 

number two, give them a purpose as a company that your 

employees can galvanize around.


Understand & Leverage the 
Diversity People Bring to the 

Workplace 
Lynne Cazaly in Why You Need to Rattle Your Cage 

You know how your leader or manager on the team you work 

with knows you. Unfortunately, they only see a little sliver of what 

you do. And sometimes you’re perhaps what I call a “narrow 

hire.” They’ve scoped out what they want a person to do and 

recruit for that. The person gets the role, but then there’s all this 

other stuff that you do. I think if we were to understand the 

diversity that people bring from their experience, then our 

employers would be way more attentive and use more of those 

capabilities that we have. As I look back on some of my 

experience, which was in broadcasting and production in radio, 

I’m probably using some of it now in talking to you. I also use it 

when I’m speaking in public and when I’m training and 
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facilitating, but wouldn’t it be great for me to use more of those 

skills with some of my client projects?


We Bring Out the Best in Others 
by Bringing Out the Best in 

Yourself 
Mara Gleason in How to Unleash Your Human Operating System 

I remember saying to my Dad once, who is still sharing the 

principles in his company with new employees as well as many 

who have been learning about it for years. He once asked me, 

“Mara, how would you define leadership?” I thought for a 

moment and said, “I think leadership is bringing out the best in 

others by bringing out the best in yourself.” I don’t think it’s 

humanly possible to bring out the best in others if you don’t 

bring out the best in yourself. I think that’s the funny thing about 

humans. I always joke (and I don’t really mean this), “I don’t 

know why human eyeballs face outward. It would help if they 

face inward!” I say that only because I think everything about us 

wants to look outside us first. What made me feel that way? How 

do I fix that person? What needs to be better in my life out 

there? As if those things are somehow real. What I’ve learned 
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from studying the mind and human experience is that the only 

thing we’re ever experiencing is ourselves and our mind. The 

clearer my mind is, the clearer the world looks.


Meeting the Needs of Others 
Empowers People to Scale 

Mountains 
Marcel Schwantes in Human-Centered Leadership Empowers People to Scale Mountains 

I think every answer I give will be biased based on my working 

philosophy of leading by valuing the human. Valuing them not 

only as employees but also as a people. There’s always a person 

before they’re an employee. To me it always starts with building 

the relationship because when you do that, you show people 

that you value them as an individual and show that you care. 

This philosophy is also consistent with the research on servant 

leadership. The research says that when you meet the needs of 

others, it empowers them to scale mountains, which addresses 

the business outcome question. Sure you want reasonable 

relationships, but not at the expense of results. When you do 

that, you get both.
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Having Proper Tools for the Job 
Mark Ricketts in A Virtual Space for Collective Minds to Imagine & Create 

I almost surprised myself here. My top answer was having the 

proper tools for the job. Once again, I guess that's laden with the 

problems experienced by teachers in schools. We never quite 

seem to have the right room, the right tools, the right calculators, 

the right equipment, working computers, and so it impacts your 

time. You spend most of your time patching the system up.


Spending Time Up Front to 
Develop a Shared 

Understanding Is't a Time Sink 
Martha Kesler in Why is Role Clarity So Important in Today’s Workplace? 

Leaders need to listen, and I mean really listen. To listen means 

being present to someone and hearing out an idea. Leaders 

need to create the space and provide opportunity for employees 

to be vulnerable and not necessarily completely polished in what 

they’re saying. Listening involves asking questions and inquiring 

further. Perhaps Covey’s fifth habit, “seek first to understand, 
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then to be understood” says it best. There are a lot of people 

who think spending time up front to develop a shared 

understanding is a time sink, because work isn’t being done. The 

rule of thumb I try to follow calls for about forty-percent of a 

team’s time to be focused on talking about how the work is 

going to be done. The second forty-percent of time should be 

focused on doing the work. The remaining twenty-percent 

should focus on lessons learned and celebrating success.


Most People Are at Their Best 
When They Work in Teams 

Masa K. Maeda in Vanishing Mental Barriers that Limit True Collaboration 

The Self-environment comes into play again here. In addition to 

that, adding value through participative collaboration—using 

tools and techniques that make it easy for people to work 

together—to get more work done with better quality. Having 

people in isolation at their cubicles to eventually try to integrate 

what each person did on its own isn’t nearly as effective. Most 

people are at their best when they work in teams. A lot is missed 

when someone doesn’t interact with the rest of the team, and 

therefore, there’s rework, poor quality, delays and so on.
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See People as Human Beings, 
Not Result Producers 

Meredith Haberfeld in Leadership Behavior Set the Tone 

Tapping into that desire involves giving people the chance to 

channel their full capabilities as a human being, accessing more 

of their creativity, passion and "internal real estate" of their brain. 

The job of the workplace is to unlock people's potential and see 

each worker as just not a result producer for the business, but 

rather as a human being.


Leaders Need to Show Up as 
the Engaged Employee They 

Want Employees to Be 
Michael Anderson in Let's Figure Out Why That's Not Happening  

I teach leadership and I don’t think we can get an engaged 

performing employee unless we as leaders show up like that as 

well. I’ll give you a real life example. I was facilitating a strategic 

retreat with a CEO’s executive team. During the first hour of the 
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retreat, they shared their company information and values with 

me. One of their values was Tight. I asked the CEO, “What do 

you mean by Tight?” He said, “That means everybody shows up 

engaged, proactive, on-time, everybody’s got their work ready. 

So we’re Tight. We run a Tight organization.” I said, “Oh really, 

are you Tight?” He said, “Heck yeah I’m Tight.” I said, “Are you 

really? You blew off two conference calls with me and the latest 

one you were late to arrive. Is that true, are you Tight? He 

gasped, “Ah no, but I want everybody else to be!”


Create a Space for Opt in 
Engagement 

Michael Bonamassa in How Voices Are Heard, Passion Is Followed & Innovation Is Empowered 

I think to really get the most out of employees, we need to create 

a space for opt in engagement. We need to listen to them and 

listen on multiple levels. When I say opt-in engagement, I've 

been doing a lot of experiments at our company. We gather 

direct feedback during the experiment, and we gather meta data 

from engagement feedback.
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Engagement Is Also When 
People Opt to Not Engage 

Michael Bonamassa in How Voices Are Heard, Passion Is Followed & Innovation Is Empowered 

I think a lot of times we want engagement, and we think 

engagement is when people are talking to us. I think 

engagement is also when people opt to not engage. We need to 

figure out what that is and directly attack it to get to the root of 

the problem. When we do this, it opens up the door for true 

engagement because now we’re really listening to our 

associates.


Give Full Attention to Get Full 
Attention 

Michael Neill in It’s not about working harder, or even smarter 

I think to get an employee's full attention is a give-to-get-game. I 

think fundamentally enough, human beings are pretty simple in 

that way. If you give them your full attention, you will wind up 

with their full attention.
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Point People to an 
Understanding of How Their 

Mind Works 
Natasha Swerdloff in Realizing How the Mind Works 

When people understand that the only thing that stops them 

from performing well and being motivated deeply, is their 

thinking, it’s often a revelation to them. When employees find out 

what they’re looking for is already present inside of them that 

makes a big difference to getting the best performance out in the 

workplace.


It’s true for everyone that there’s a space inside where we are at 

ease, where we have well-being, and where we are resilient in 

the face of changes. Unfortunately, this space inside is often 

covered over by our thinking. The way we think of a struggle or 

challenge in a certain way often makes us unable to access this 

space of well-being inside. But once people realize how the mind 

works, it’s like we get full access to this space within—which is 

where performance comes from.
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Allow People to See the Impact 
They Are Making 

Nem Bajra in How to Allow Kindness and Compassion to Be the Essences of Work 

At Kyocera, Dr. Inamori introduced a concept called Amoeba 

Management. Amoeba Management is simply a small business 

unit. A business unit was defined by General Motors a long time 

ago. But an Amoeba business unit is different in the sense that it 

can be very small — even as few as two employees. This unit 

manages itself like a small business, where employees define 

their product, set their price, and manage their own accounting.


At Calsoft, we have ten Amoebas. One Amoeba focuses on the 

travel industry, but other Amoeba’s focus on manufacturing, 

distribution, and other industries. But in our travel Amoeba, this 

team of people focuses on providing software to the travel 

industry. They know the travel industry very well, so they can 

create software optimized for those people. They get their sense 

of fulfillment by using their talent to create software for a specific 

industry. They can see the impact they are making, so they 

become fully engaged.
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Giving Credit to Individuals 
Publicly Makes Them Feel Like 

They’re Having an Impact 
Nick Hughes in How to Incorporate Purpose & Values to Build a Thriving Community 

It’s funny you ask that question because if you think about the 

scenario I described, which is when people have new ideas and 

bring an idea to the table, the worst thing is to have the 

leadership or others take that idea get credit for it. Giving credit 

to individuals openly and publicly makes them feel like they’re 

having an impact and their voice matters. Public recognition 

goes a long way. When people see others recognized based on 

their production or their great quality of work, it inspires others to 

do the same thing. Public recognition for the betterment of the 

company is what I’ve experienced as a very strong indicator of 

getting the most out of your employees.


Allow People to Make Mistakes 
Norman Bodek in Discover the Spirit of Self-Reliance 
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We go to industry, and we rip people apart. Everybody's afraid to 

make mistakes because they're going to get fired. Well, that's 

crazy, that's the way they learn! Stop this nonsense and then 

you'll build up a dynamic workforce.


Discern When to Use Direction 
& Guidance vs. Encouragement 

& Enthusiasm 
Patrick Ross in Don’t Overlook This Key Distinction When Giving Ownership 

It’s important to remember that we’re all individuals, and I think 

Ken Blanchard’s One Minute Manager provides a lot of value 

here. Blanchard suggests you focus on individual employees 

using two scales. The first scale is the X axis, which is the level 

of direction and guidance you give. And the second one is the Y 

axis, which is the level of encouragement and enthusiasm you 

bring. An employee working on a new project for them is at first 

very excited. They don’t need a lot of encouragement; they need 

a lot of guidance. Then they start hitting roadblocks and 

doubting themselves. To engage them more, you could start to 

provide less guidance as they start to get it. When they really get 

it, and they’re “cookin’,” you don’t need to do a lot of 
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engagement or enthusiasm, but you have to recognize that 

maybe the employee will get a bit stalled or bored, and consider 

what could be their next challenge.


Create High Expectations 
Paul Akers in Leading a Lean Thinking & Lean Health Revolution 

You have to create high expectations. You have to be willing to 

train people how to meet those expectations and hold people to 

those expectations. Then if the group of people you're 

surrounded with after you've invested time and effort to train, 

support and nurture them is unwilling to try to reach those 

expectations—but would rather remain comfortable—you need 

to sort them out of your presence.


This Thing That’s Larger Then 
Themselves Is the Team 
Paul David Walker in Getting Leaders to a New Level of Understanding 

You have to communicate with employees. You have to see and 

hear them if you will. You have to create a collaborative 
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environment where they feel like they’re part of something bigger 

themselves, something important. It’s not necessarily the 

business mission because some company’s business mission 

are not that noble. This thing that’s larger than themselves is the 

team, the ability to provide an income for their family, the 

relationships they have with one another, and the relationships 

they have with their leaders.


Reframe Challenges as 
Opportunities in Disguise 

Paul McMahon in Is Upside Down the Key to Moving Forward? 

In other words, the approach I took was to show the team how 

the problem they were letting get them down, was really a great 

opportunity in disguise. It wasn’t long before the low morale 

turned around and the hung heads started popping up as one 

team member after the next started chiming in with different 

possible creative approaches to solving the challenge. I also told 

them that if they came up with an innovative solution they could 

potentially publish it and become famous.
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Help People Learn How They 
Best Enlist Other People’s 

Cooperation 
Perry Marshall in How to Get 80/20 to Work for You 

But there wasn’t a tool that said this is how people enlist other 

people’s cooperation. Some people do it with numbers, facts, 

proof, and spreadsheets. Some people do it by telling stories. 

Some people do it with graphics. Some people do it by inventing 

something in the moment. Some people do it by proving how 

incredibly reliable and trustworthy something is. So, I created 

something called the Marketing DNA test. It actually comes as 

part of the 80/20 Sales and Marketing book, and we also sell it 

separately. Now I’m talking this test is particularly helpful in 

customer-facing employees. If they’re an engineer working in the 

back office, then this particular tool doesn’t really apply. Well, it 

doesn’t appear to apply, let’s put it that way.
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Focus on Being of Service to 
the Organization 

Pierre-Boris Kalitventzeff in One CEO’s Inspiring Adventure in Bringing More Life & Humanity to 
the Workplace 

I believe getting an employee’s full attention and best 

performance requires being focused on being at the service to 

the organization and connected to its purpose. We know how 

important acknowledgment and appreciation are to people. But I 

believe it’s much more than that, so I would like to share my truth 

here. We are spiritual beings having a physical experience — not 

the contrary.


Individualized Attention Is Often 
the Primary Factor 

Rob Allen in How to Build Cohesive Teams that Have Impact 

It depends on the employee. There isn’t a single cookie-cutter 

solution. Just like when we talk about student performance, 

individualized attention is often the primary factor that decides 

whether a student is going to get what they’re looking for or 

what they need out of their education. It’s similar with the 
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workplace. With the people on my team, I give them at least a 

half-hour a week of one-on-one time. In addition to that planned 

time, because we’ve built rapport over the past several years, 

they’re comfortable pulling me aside or coming over to speak 

when things arise for them more fluidly. If they can’t just come 

over and talk in the office, they know they can reach me on 

Slack through a direct message and get my undivided attention.


Lack of Attention Can Be a 
Direct Result of Useless 

Information 
Robert Fuchs in What if corporate culture is perfect, but I’m not? 

Our internal resources are limited by our capacity, utilization and 

availability to process new information. The smaller our capacity 

and the higher the utilization, the smaller is the availability—in 

this case our attention to process new information. We have to 

be aware that our brain is in constant problem-solving mode as 

long as we have problems to solve. The more problems we 

concurrently have to process, the less we are able to focus on 

the problems at hand. In other words, the more private or 
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personal problems we have, the more of our capacity is utilized, 

which results in less availability for new problems. In this case, 

the employee is not able to perform better until other problems, 

which rank higher are solved. For example, if a child is sick or 

the employee has to look for a new apartment, then the new 

branding guideline of corporate marketing ranks a lot lower on 

my internal priority list.


Full Attention and Best 
Performance, Which Means 

Being a Part of a Highly 
Effective Team 

Rod Collins in Challenge the Status Quo to Become Skilled at Innovation 

Full attention and best performance, which means being a part 

of a highly effective team. When employees feel those two 

dimensions of attention and performance, that’s what you’ve got. 

I recently came across an article that summarized Google’s 

exploration of this basic question. Google likes to measure 

things and they are focused on excellent performance. They 

asked a couple of people to research, “What is it that 
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characterizes high performing teams?” They looked at all the 

usual attributes. They looked at teams that had highly ordered 

agendas. They looked at teams that did agenda on the spot. 

They looked at teams that were quiet and respectful listening to 

everybody. Then they looked at other teams that were noisy 

where people talked over everybody. They didn’t find that any of 

these attributes distinguished a high performance team. But they 

kept digging deeper and deeper, and they finally came across 

the two common elements that all effective teams have.


Ask People What They Think — 
It Makes a Big Difference 

Russell Dalgleish in The Starting Point is Always Strategy 

I think everybody—if they have an opportunity to participate and 

to reflect—has a sense of what would make things better, but 

often they’re not asked. I’ve heard that repeatedly over the years. 

No one ever asks me what I think we should do. No one ever 

asks me what I think would make a big difference. Now that’s not 

always true, and there are certainly very healthy teams and 

companies, but often people are just not asked, “What makes 
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sense to you? I’m interested in your common sense. I’m 

interested in what your wisdom says would be helpful.”


Understanding How the Mind 
Work Quiets the Noise 

Sandra Krot in Do you see the true paradigm or not? 

When I walk around the corporations I work with, what strikes 

me is how busy people’s minds are. It is very difficult to get 

people’s full attention. What is needed is for all of us to realize 

how the human mind actually works. When I saw that my 

experience can only come from thought in the moment, this 

realization took so much thinking off my mind. I stopped fretting 

about things. I stopped thinking about whose fault it was. I 

stopped having these long dialogues in my head about why this 

was unfair and who’s to blame and what I needed to do to feel 

good about myself. There’s so much extra thinking that people 

do. It keeps them preoccupied.
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You Have to Care About People 
Enough to Let Them Find 
Something Else That Will 

Engage Them 
Sarah Elkins in How to Leave People Feeling Confident, Connected and Valued 

You have to care about them. If you care about the person, then 

you want them to do well, and when they know you want them 

to succeed, they will succeed. You demonstrate that care. There 

are people that won’t be engaged, and that’s when you have to 

care about them enough to let them find something else that will 

engage them.


People Need to Feel Supported, 
Safe, Stretched & Challenged 

Sarah Rozenthuler in How to Create the Right Conditions for Stunning Conversations 

It’s really important that people feel listened to. That to me is just 

fundamental. If people are feeling sidelined, or if they’re just 
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feeling that they’re an expendable resource or easily replaceable, 

they are not feeling valued as a human being. I know if that’s 

going on inside me, I wouldn’t be engaged. I wouldn’t be giving 

my best thinking to a project. Feeling listened to is absolutely 

critical. Feeling stretched and stimulated and involved is 

important too so that there’s genuine curiosity from co-workers 

and other team members. For example, do people want to know 

what are your ideas or what has been your experience? Are you 

being asked to share your wisdom? What is the unique human 

being you are, what are you seeing? Are people properly 

engaged in a conversation?


There’s Both an Individual and 
an Organization at Play in 

Achieving Desired Performance 
Sesil Pir in Why Aren’t 21st Century Employees Thriving? 

It invites in a challenge for leaders, too. They want a pill. They 

want a formula. Take this pill and suddenly we all become more 

productive. I wish it was that easy. What I can say is that there’s 

both an individual and an organization at play in achieving 

desired performance. Individually, a mindset shift may help. First, 
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to understand we are human. Second, to understand we are 

enough. And third, to feel at the core we are worth it. If you are in 

a mindset where you recognize your humanity, you know you’re 

enough. You feel you can belong and that you’re worthy. You feel 

recognition and appreciation for the value you bring. Then you 

can already put yourself in a thrive state where you can reach 

productivity.


Organizationally, there are several things we can do, including 

having a clear purpose for why someone has to do something. 

Giving people autonomy is also important – providing the space 

to do it and then coaching them to mastery. If they have to learn 

something new or different, or if they’ve done something well, to 

note that they have done so, so they can repeat it. In summary, 

having that purpose, autonomy and mastery focus really helps. 

That’s my take on performance.


Clarity and Direction 
Simon Heath in What Is the Most Important Leadership Skill You Possess? 

My answer to your question is: clarity and direction. People need 

to know why they’re doing what they’re doing. One of the things 

I talk about is communicating strategy, but what I see in the 

workplace is directive. By directive, I mean communicating in a 
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way that talks about “this is what we’re doing, how we’re going 

to do it, and how you fit within it.”


It’s Not About a Methodology or 
Program but Looking at What’s 

Inside Each Person 
Simon and Maria Moraes Robinson in Helping People to See More and Value Everyone's 

Contribution 

The key point is engagement. Normally organizations have a 

mechanistic way of thinking. They think that they have to 

implement some methodology or program to make people more 

engaged. It is not about bringing something from the outside into 

a business, but in fact, it’s about starting with a look at what is 

inside each person. Engagement means that I want to wake up 

and go to work, and I am happy to do that. I have enthusiasm 

with what I do, and so again we have to work with meaning. In 

many cases we are helping organizations and leaders to 

introduce dialogues which explore the meaning of work with their 

teams, exploring questions such as “why are you doing what you 

are doing?”, “why are you important for the organization?” and 

“where does your work contribute to the strategy?” Engagement 
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is related to meaningful work, meaning why I am doing what I am 

doing, so leaders need to invest the time and effort to help 

people understand the contributions of their work to the overall 

strategy of the company, which will result in them being more 

fully present and engaged at work.


Graciousness Is the Ultimate 
Tool & Benchmark for Getting 

the Absolute Best Out of People 
Steph Holloway in Compassionate Communication Is the Key to Everything 

Treat others as you would like to be treated. If you wouldn’t treat 

someone like that in front of your kids or mother because you’d 

be embarrassed about it, then don’t do it. What will people say 

about your communication style after you’ve gone? 

Graciousness is the ultimate tool and benchmark for getting the 

absolute best out of people and their full attention. Graciousness 

is at the heart of everything I do. It is the ultimate tool and 

benchmark for getting the absolute best out of people and their 

full attention. We notice those people. We feel inspired by them, 

and it is a learned behavior – not everyone is born with it. If 

there’s a formula for graciousness it might be to create time and 
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space and stay present. People who ‘run’ on busyness and think 

it’s clever struggle to be gracious to people or stay present. Take 

the time to be fully present. Ask opinions. Include people and 

watch in wonder as the results unfold before you.


Are Executives the Real 
Constraint? 

Steve Tendon in Getting Teams & Individuals into a State of Flow 

The people in an organization that have the least attention are 

actually executives and managers. So in this discourse of how 

can we give the employee the capability to use full attention and 

best performance, let’s start with executives. They are the ones 

in terms of attention that are the real constraint. We need to find 

ways of conducting business that allow executives to focus on 

things that really matter. If executives get into that frame of 

reference and mindset, then it will just trickle down.
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Ask a Powerful, Open-Ended 
Question, and Then Listen 

Sue Elliott in How to Get Beyond the Way Most of Us Are Working Today 

People are starting to use the phrase deep listening. I like active 

listening. I believe that active listening requires us to be fully 

present. We have to let go of preconceived notions of how things 

should be, and we have to stop thinking about what we want to 

say next, or what we want the other person to understand. We 

have to get out of our heads and, instead, fully focus on what the 

other person is saying. And not just the words coming out of 

their mouth: Does their body language go with what they’re 

saying? Are they getting more tense? Are they getting more 

relaxed? What’s happening in the energy of that person, and 

how can we understand it better? Asking very simple questions 

can help, like: I just noticed a shift in you. What happened there? 

Or: This is really interesting, and I don’t know as much about it 

as I would like. Tell me more. Simply be present and show 

interest.
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Teach People How to Succeed 
Despite Circumstances 

Susan Taylor in Making a Commitment to Daily Work Activities as a Vehicle for Change 

I think the big thing that leaders miss is that you cannot have 

empowerment without accountability. The level of personal 

accountability that people exhibit in their own lives is the level 

they will exhibit at work. Instead of spending precious resources 

discovering how to change the circumstances in your 

organization to meet the happiness needs of your employees, 

spend time, money and energy teaching your employees how to 

succeed in spite of those circumstances. It’s the old adage 

about giving a man fish vs teaching him to fish. Make the 

commitment to develop people to be resilient, agile and 

personally accountable. This not only gives them skills they can 

use in all areas of their lives, but it builds confidence. And once 

people gain confidence, I think you’ll find that engagement 

increases.
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Identify People's Strengths & 
Include These Strengths in 

Their Work or Help Them Find 
the Right Position 

Tobias Theel in How to Create Spaces for Everyone to Grow Their Ideas 

I think an employee brings everything already to give their best 

performance, but what the organization can do is to help each 

individual use their strengths. Help them identify their strengths 

and include them in what they do. Everybody has a job 

description or something to do that is included in a process or 

management structure. This can’t be avoided. Some things need 

to be done in the organization as they are. But if you identify all 

those strengths and people to include these strengths in their 

work or even help them find the right position that can maximize 

utilization of their strengths, then you get the most out of the 

organization for the organization. Then you get the most out of 

people but in a great sense. You don’t use people to do what 

you want to them to do, but you help them grow as a person 

first. Then as a result, you help your organization grow and be 

more successful.
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Provide People With a Goal 
They Can Commit to & Support 

Tom Cagley in Why Leadership Needs to Facilitate Engagement 

You provide them with a goal that they can commit to and 

support. It's important that they see the importance of what 

they're doing and see how they can contribute to the overall goal 

attainment of that goal.


Create an Environment Where 
People Can Sense & Respond to 

Whatever’s Needed 
Tom Thomison in How Do We Start & Make It Real? 

First, don't make them employees! At my new endeavor, 

encode.org, we're working to move beyond employees. With 

these new operating and self-management systems in place, 

we’re grounding those systems legally, so it allows for individuals 
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to show up as full legal members wherever they are in their 

career. This does not have the connotation that it's big and 

heavy weight with lots of responsibility and capital investment. It 

just means a member that cares about the purpose of the 

organization can show up to sense and respond to whatever's 

needed to participate in the running instruction of that 

organization and not be an employee.


Create Opportunities for People 
to Try Different Things 

Valeria Maltoni in Bottom It Up and Top It Down 

People want to do a good job. They really do, but sometimes we 

don’t do a good job at understanding their definition of a good 

job. For example, when I first came to the US where I was 

working in a non-profit organization where to my delight there 

was opportunity galore. You could dig yourself and bury yourself 

under work, burn out. And so the opportunity there was to try 

and test different things and see, “Hey, this works for me better 

than this other thing.”
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About Bill Fox 

Hi, I'm Bill Fox, and I help build forward thinking human 

workplace cultures. 


I lead a growing global conversation with 75+ forward-thinking 

leaders to help you discover new and better ways to achieve 

your most important strategic objectives. My work will help you 

discover new pathways, make better decisions, and help solve 

today’s most vexing workplace challenges.


I’m the author of  The Future of the Workplace, the Be a 

Workplace of the Future NOW Series, and 5 Minutes to Process 

Improvement Success. 


Connect with Me: 

LinkedIn: billfoxstrategy


Twitter: billfoxstrategy


Email: bill@billfox.co
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What others are saying... 
“Stepping into the future looks a lot like this. I applaud the 

direction you are taking with this initiative.” 

—Gwen Kinsey, Leadership Coach


“This conversation invites and allows whole beings to 

show up; like whole food, whole beings are more 

nutritious to the system they exist within.” 

—Anonymous


“Your questions are more important than our answers! 

Why? Because every leader ought to be asking him/

herself those questions and implementing the forward-

thinking insights that will create meaningful purpose, and 

superior performance.” 


—John Bell, Former CEO at Jacobs Suchard
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The Forward Thinking Approach 

“The forward-thinking approach creates an opening in the 

fabric that’s built from each person’s deep desire to live a 

life that matters — and a knowing that much more is 

possible. 


In this ever-changing world we find ourselves in, it requires 

each of us to enter into a quest to transform ourselves and 

learn new ways of living and working together that elevate 

everyone.”


—Bill Fox, Co-founder, Forward Thinking Workplaces 
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